
What is a woodwose?
What or who are woodwoses? 
Are they symbols of good or 
evil? Do they protect the mortal 
visitors to churches or act as 
deterrents to evil thoughts and 
deeds? Watch out or else you will 
end up like us!
The woodwose, otherwise known 
as the wild man of the woods, is 
a mythical figure that appears in 
the artwork and literature of me-
dieval Europe. He is comparable 
to the satyr or faun in classical 
mythology and to Silvanus, the 
Roman god of the woodlands. 
Images of wild men began to 
appear on churches during the 
medieval period from the 12th 
century. Woodwoses feature in 
roof bosses, arch spandrels and 
on font shafts, all the places 
where 
one is also likely to encounter the 
green man. 

Are they related to green men? 

Unlike the leafy green man, 
another pagan symbol persisting 
in medieval art, the woodwose is 

a full, part-human figure, bearded 
and hairy, and usually carrying 
a club. 

Is he a force for good? 

Well he is certainly seen squaring 
up to a dragon over the entrance 
arch at St Michael’s Peasenhall. 
Woodwoses can aspire to high 
places. At Kelsale two stand in 
silent vigil atop the tower 
matched in opposite corners by 
lions and at Mendlesham too 
they peer out from the parapet, 
again alternating with crowned 
lions. At Southwold church they 
appear near the west door 
of the tower staring at the bell 
ringers who enter and seeing 
them on their way as they leave. 

Woodwoses and lions 

The woodwose is often seen 
alternating with lions round the 
base of East Anglian fonts as 
he is at The Assumption, Haugh-
ley and Sibton St Peter. Here it is 
thought he represents good over 

evil. Where does this idea come 
from? 

Wild men of India 

The writer D.P Mortlock refers to 
a medieval text that describes 
woodwoses as the wild men 
of India who fought the Sagittarii 
(archers). They were naked until 
they had slain a lion, after which 
they wore its skin. 

And here’s the symbolism… 

The archers stood for man’s body 
and the woodwose his soul. As the 
lion was slain, the soul (wood-
wose) overcame the vanities of 
the world (man’s body). This was 
thought appropriate 
for the rite of baptism. That’s why 
the woodwose appears on fonts. 
And finally… 
Was one of English literature’s 
famous authors descended from a 
woodwose? Namely PG Wode-
house. In Middle English, the term 
woodwose was also spelled wode-
wose, woodehouse, or wudwas. 


